School gave my ward wonderful learnings. It proved
very helpful even in pandemic situation. Teachers are
really supportive and experienced.Teachers use all the
possibilities to teach involving new methods of
teaching and conveys all the knowlege in simple and
crucial ways. School staff and teachers are always
there to clearify quarries . Overall it is fruitfulness to
admit my child in St. Vivekananda senior secondary
school sadabad.....

NAME-ARUSHI CHUADHARY
CLASS-PREP SEC-C
ACTIVITY- FANCY DRESS COMPETITION

Hello, I am rachana koyad. Mother of ansh koyad who
studying in class pre (c). I want to say thank you
himani mam. Thanks for all efforts and taking care of
ansh. Thank you so much I think online classes are
really working well for us. I would like to truly
appreciate your work in handling the kids so well and
giving everyone an equal opportunity to speak and
express themselves. And your activities are very
helpful for my child. And your behaviour is too good.
Thank you so much himani mam .

NAME-ANSH KOYAD
CLASS-PREP SEC-C
ACTIVITY- SATURDAY YOGA CLASS

My views towards school activities
Activities are an important part of an student life. It
develops the quality of leadership. Activities develop
the mental as well as physical fitness of the student
Activities develop the interest of student according
his/her interest

NAME-GUNJAN SHARAMA
CLASS-PREP SEC-C
ACTIVITY- INDEPENDENCE DAY
CELEBRATION

I want to thank all the teachers of St vivekanand
public school sadabad (hathras) ,for the hard work
they have put in for the online sessions explaning
everything in a detailed manner each day .Even the
assignments are easy to understand for the children
.A big thank you to all of them .A special thanks to
Priti Sharma mam for always being available when
ever I need her help

NAME-ARUSHI CHUADHARY
CLASS-PREP SEC-C
ACTIVITY- SINGING COMPETITION

Dear Preeti Sharma ma'am
Teachers are the gift of God who guide our children. You
develope many good habits and positive things in my
ward. My ward did many interesting activities like a
plantation in your consideration thanks mam for awaring
my word for different types of plantation.

NAME-ANUSHKA SINGH
CLASS-PREP SEC-C
ACTIVITY- PLANTATION

Very nice to see online classes activities. We have
able to see the teacher's with dedication and hard
work. None of the school can take an online activities
class during pandemic days. Excellent! We are so
happy that we choose a wonderful school for our
children. My ward got knowledge about our country
on map through the online activity like: In the world
map there are 7 continents in the world and there are
29th State in India .There are 48 countries in Asia .

NAME- HARDIK SHARAMA
CLASS-PREP SEC-C
ACTIVITY- ME ON THE MAP

Dear Parents,
You are the backbone of the children and your family.
You are the source of endless, selfless love and support
throughout the life of your child and also the guiding star
for them. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for
believing in me for being the mentor to your child and
extend my appreciation for your belief and trust in me. I
hope, I have stood by your expectations.
Preeti Sharma

